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Homecoming parade
off campus this year
by Jeannette Rivera
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This year, UCF's homecoming parade will be held away
from home.
Although it
has traditionally
taken
place at school,
this year the
procession of
Westernthemed floats
will start at 10:30 am. Nov. 7.
down Orange Avenue in downtown Orlando.
Chris Marlin, who sits on the
university-wide homecoming
committee, said there was a lot
of debate as to whether to make
the change, which he called a
risk.
''There are two sides to the
issue," Marlin said. "One side is
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that UCF will gain visibility...
and do itself a lot of good in the
community. And the other aspect is that because it is downtown, there's a possibility we're
going to have
even less of a
turnout from
the students
and theuniversi ty community."
Marlin said that UCF had held its
homecoming downtown once
before and that the parade
should draw people from the
community attending other
downtown activities.
CAB director Mark Wagner
said the decision "was made as
an attempt to increase the hometown spirit among the alumni,

A student representing Israel serves up some native food during the lnt~rnational Fair
Monday. Students representing many different cultures displayed foods, clothing, and
HOI\mCOMING page 4 other artifacts from their countries. (Jason Epe11FuruREJ

Safety comes in many forms. -UCF plans activities
by Lisa Springer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Thefts, sexual assaults and
evenmurdersaroundcollegecarnpuses have driven some students
to take security into their own
hands with alarms, stun guns and
sprays.
Personal alarms are advertised
as deterrents for assault. They fit
in students' pockets for easy access and attractattention bymaking noises as loud as 100 decibels.
"Loud noise is the biggest deterrent for crime," said Quorum
marketer ~e Bowles. Quorum,
an Arizona-based company, specializes in personal alarms.
Quorum, The Spy Shop, and
general department stores are
amongthosethatcanythealarms.
Stun guns can also be used in
self-defense. Companiesmanufacturemany different models, one of
which appears to be an umbrella.
Prices in the Orlando area can be
as low as $39 and high as $160.
Another type of personal security comes in the form of a spray.
Along with Mace, there is a less
well-known solution containing
cayenne pepper. Diana Capepillo
of the Spy Shop said the pepper
solution, whichnormallyrunsfrom
$7.95to$19.95,isoneofthestore's
top-selling security items because
of its low price.
Spraysarealsopopularbecause
they can be put in key-chain con-

'

tainers for convenience.
rity systems in apartments is
However, UCF Police Sgt. that "they can be a big investSandra McClendon advises stu- ment for such a small area of
dents to stay away from spray living space," said Gene
products. The products can make Poshuck, the vice-president of
situations worse by aggravating sales and marketing of
attackers, she said, and victims Counterforce Electronic Secumay make themselves more de- rity Inc. While not a common
fenseless by accidentally spraying occurrence at UCF, auto theft is
themselves.
a concern of some students.
The flashing
McClendon recornmendedproducts
lights and loud
whichmakenoisebe".. noise is the
sounds of car
cause they draw atbiggest deter- alarms are attracrent for crime" tivetostudentswho
tention.
Being a ware of
want to keep their
surroundings and
cars safe.
• Anne Bowles
The most comtravelinginnurnbers
are important for
mon
car alarms
QUORUM MARKETER
protection, she said.
plug into cigarette
She also suglighters, although
gestedthatroomrnatesshouldcall they have backup batteries that
ahead before heading home and work if perpetrators take them
checking in with each other.
out of lighter sockets. Seconds afHome alarms can give added ter the car door is opened, the
protection and security, especially alarm is activated.
for students living alone or in seSome of the more advanced
eluded areas. They can be con- alarmscan"sense"whensomeone
nected with the alarm companys is approaching and emit a warncentral station where someone ingtellingpeopletheyaretooclose
thencontactsthepoliceorsheriffs to the car.Some car alarms can
department Some alarms also go double as home alarms by being
directly to the police or sheriffs plugged in with an ale adapter.
department
The alarms range from $1 OOto
Portable alarms adjust to $350 and can be purchased at
smallerareas likeapartmentsand mostmajordepartmentstoresand
dorms.
auto dealerships as well as spePrices of home alarms range cialty shops like The Custom
anywhere from $100 to $500.
House and The Auto Alarm SpeThe only problem with secu- cialists.
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Crime
awareness
day.
A video presentation and
STAFF REPORTER
a national test on how much
The University of Central students know about crime
Florida will sponsor a vari- will be held at 7 p.m. Thursety of crime awareness ac- day at the Wild Pizza.
A crime prevention fair
tivities for two weeks starting this Sunday. The activi- will be held from 10 a.m. to
ties are part of National 3 p.m. Oct. 28 on the student center green.
Crime Awareness Month.
There will be canine dem· Sgt. Sandra McClendon of
the University of Central onstrations, self-defense
Florida's Police Department, demonstrations and a mosaid Crime Awareness Week torcycle display. ·
Other police departments
provides alternative ways for
students to protect themselves. and community social ser"They need to know what vice groups, like· Mothers
their resources are," Against Drunk Driving, will
be represented.
McClendon said.
A Student Government
McClendon said police officers from UCF's Police De- auction will be held and
partment, the Orlando Po- drawings for other prizes,
lice Department, Orange including a free parking
County Sheriffs Office, decal and bicycle, will be
Oviedo, Winter Park and held.
McGruff, the crime dog,
Winter Springs will be participating. From Sunday will be there along with
through Thursday, police of- Vince and Larry, the crash
ficers will visit on-campus dummies used for safety belt
residence halls to engrave commercials.
OPD-3, a robot purchased
residents' personal belongby the Orlando police deings for identification.
The SexRespect Peer partment with confiscated
Awareness Team will spon- drugmoney, will be present.
There will be a live band,
sor a program on rape awareness at 7:30 a.m. Wednes- free refreshments.

by Deborah Noble
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Informational Meeting: Friday, (tomorrow) Oct. 16th, 1992
Wild Pizza 4:00 pm
SUNDAY

MONDAY

Nov. I

Nov. 2

MOVIE:
Grand Canyon
6:30 & 9 pm
SCA

A

" ' -,

GAMES:
11 am-4 Ppm
SC GREEN

.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Nov. 3

· Nov. -4

Nov. 5

SKIT KNIGHT:

BUILD-AKNIGirr

Banner and Skit
CmJ)3tition
8 PM Arena

Reggae Music
11 am-2pm
SC Green

CONCERT:
Dennis Miller
8pm UCF
Arena

FRIDAY

RALLY:

7pm

•

SATURDAY

PARADE:

Nov.6

10:30am

·BONFIRE/PEP

•

TAILGATE PARTY:
12:30 PM Tinker Filed
GAME:
UCF vs. Buffalo
2:30 pm Citrus
fuwl

CAB::::

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BOARD
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The first fast Italian. Dine in, carry out or drive through.

•
•
•
•

Real Italian. Real Fast.
NOW OPEN at 12025 Collegiate Way/ 380-3737
SUN-THURS 10:30 a.m.- 10:00 p.m./FRI &SAT 10:30 am.-11 00 pm

•

•
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Heller to visit UCF Monday
•

•

,

allows ticket holders to meet the author and
"/don't
reserve seats for the open talk.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
know... what
Although the original scheduling has been
Eight months after his canceled appearance, "Catch 22" altered, Heller will still be considered as the
motivates me."
third speaker in the series by the English
author Joseph Heller is back at UCF.
This Monday, Heller will be the third American author department.
"Probably the next one will be January'94,"
toappearin the UCFDistinguishedWritersSeries. He will
• Joseph Heller
present a lecture on the state ofAmerican letters at 8 p.m. Schell said. 'That'll get it back on track."
VISITNG AUTHOR
Heller, bominl 923 and raisedin Brooklyn,
at the Student Center.
New York, began writing very early in his life.
The lecture is free and open to the public.
"When I was very young, I turned to writ"Were looking forward to it," said Dr. John Schell,
HELLER
ing,"hesaid. "I don'tknowwhereitcomesfrom,
chairman of the English department.
Hellerwasslated to appear lastFebruarybutwasforced what motivates me. I would say you were
t.o postpone after suffering back problems several days impelled to write."
Stephen Becker, who recently retired from UCFs fac- between projects. He is an author who is always working on
before the event.
E.LDoct.orow, writerof'Ragtime"and"Billy Bathgate," u1ty to concentrate on his own work, acknowledged the something.
"I would take a year off, enjoy the success of a novel", he
and poet Maya Angelou were the previous writers invited impact of this American writer in the literary world.
said.
"But once the reviews taper off, fm back t.o work."
"I
don't
know
very
many
people
who
have
added
words
t.o appear in the series. During Angelou's appearance, so
Besides
novels and plays, Heller published a nonfiction
to
language
and
he's
one
of
them,"
Becker
said,
referring
to
many people attended that a television feed was set up in
bookt
"No
Laughing
Matter," which explored his P.xperithe
fact
that
"Catch
22"
has
since
·become
a
recorded
term
the Wild Pizza to accommodate the crowds.
ences
as
a
victim
of
Guillain-Barre
syndrome, a disease
in
the
American
idiom.
At the moment it appears that Heller may well match
that
attacks
the
central
nervous
system
and results in full
"Hehaddoneaverygoodreviewofmy book," Heller said,
that kind of popularicy. Schell said.
or
partial
paralysis.
"We're sold out of tickets for the reception; he said citing his knowledge of the UCFs professor as one of the
He is currently working on a new novel, tentatively
main reasons he agreed to visit.
earlier this week.
Unlike other writers, Heller does not take breaks in titled "When Bush Left."
The private reception, held before the public lecture,
by Jeannette Rivera

Innovative teleconference brings nations together
by Chris Towery
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

they talked to students from Italy and Canada. The students cou1d then select"video trips" through differentareas
of their cities that had been prepared by their peers.
The teleconference consisted oflarge televisiqn screens,
audio monitors, fax machines and telephone lines beaming
their signals
to a satellite.

UCF gained worldwide recognition Tuesdaynightwith
a global teleconference linking UCF with countries including Australia, Hong Kong, New Zealand and Japan.
The "Global Lecture Hall" teleconference was the first
"UCF is able
ofit's kind here in the United States and at UCF.
to commute
transmitter
"It can't help but make us here at UCF look. .. pretty UCF to a
globally"
Sun B an k
innovative," Dr. Richard Cornell, UCFs associate profes- located in the
downtownt
sor of instructional systems, said. "It will say to over a building
satellite link
million people that UCF is able to commute globally and then to a
at
Sea
Dr. Richard Cornell World. From
around the world."
- ASSOCIATE PROF. the conferThe teleconference, sponsored by the International the satellite
sent to n..uCouncil of:Educational Media UCEM), was held beneath ence was
countries.
the library in the Instructional Resources Building Tues- m e r o u s
Tuesday's
teleconference
was
a
symposium
lasting
day and-Wednesday.
for
two
and
a
half
hours.
on
21st
century
technology
On Tuesday, the conference linked lecturers discussing
issues in the educational meeting. On Wednesday, local being used in educational media.
During the conference, sevel"al l~tures were given
high students were involved in a demonstration i11 which

we~~d~~=d~

:::osifr:~

on up-and-coming issues in the educatiunal media.
Topics included global satellite education in Third
World countries, technological advances in digital compression and the use of teleconferencing in educating
the physically impaired.
Professors from around the country had their lectures broadcast live to UCF, and from here they were
transmitted around the world.
After each speaker, a question and answer session
was held, allowing anyone from around the world to call
or fax UCF to ask questions of each speaker.
Each of the 30 countries which are members of
ICEM take turns hosting the teleconferences. This
time, it was the United States' tum. UCF got the
conference through Cornell, who is also the U.S.
represen~tive to ICEM.
"It's a milestone as far as the university is concerned
because it's the first time we've actually had a global
international interactive," said Bob Arnold, director of
UCFs office of instructional resources.

Students can take part in
psychology experiments
by Jill Quinzi
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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•
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UCF psychology students can
now participate in experiments.
The research pool conducts various experiments, using students
as subjects. Due to the increase in
the number of psychology students, the department added the
program. It provides extra experience with research and t.o assist
theincreasingamountofresearch
within psychologybetween graduates and professors. Also, the research requirement allows students an equivalent of the lab
experience. About 750majorsare
in the department, according t.o
Reynold Ducci , professor of
psychology.
Ducci said many professors offer
extra credit for additional participation in experiments. Requirements for students in psychology
include either reading and summarizing articles, participatingin
experiments or doing a combination of both. A t.otal of three requirements must be completed.
Professors of psychology are currentlyworkingon 10 experiments
involving surveys, team performance tasks, and learning and
memory
Each professor conducts individual experimentsorcollaborates

· with other professors. To protect
students from hann, embarrassment or deception, each test must
pass the standards of the Department of Human Subjects Committee.
The professors MAY ALSO
present the results ofthe tests AT
PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES so they can can get feedback from colleagues. Then they
can publish the results in scientific journals.
Professor Alvin Wang, director
ofundergraduate programs in psychology, currently conducts three
experiments.
"My most interesting experiment will deal with how people
identify with their own ethnic
group," Wang said.
The experiment explores the
characteristics an individual
shares with their own self-professed group. It will show shared
feelings, attitudes, and behaviors
of one group compared t.o other
ethnic groups. In the future, it can
be generalizable t.o one's religion,
affiliation and gender. He also said
individuals do not identify with
groups in the same degree. The
results will bepresentedinMarch
at the Southeast Psychological
Association conference. About
3,500 students will be needed for
this experiment.
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HOMECOMING
FROM PAGE 1
students and the community in
general."
Wagner acknowledged that
transportation and parking
would be major inconveniences
ofmoving the parade away from
campus.
Student Government Public
Relations director Chris Marlin
said SG will have buses available for studerits. Those who
decide to drive, however, will
still have to pay a parking fee in
whichever lot they can get -a
space.
Wagner said that initially
some business owners in the
downtown Orlando area ex- ·
pressed concern about possible
traffic complications. But after
they were assured that the parade wouldn't conflict with normal traffic flow, they were excited t.o host the event, he said.
"They were nothing but enthusiastic to have us there, passing
their locations."
Joe Egan, president of Pi
• Kappa Alpha, said he wasn't
concerned about transporting
his fraternity's float downtown.
Even though QAB has made
arrangements for organizations
to work on their floats in an ·
Orange Avenue parking lot the
night before the parade, Egan
said the Pikes would probably
build the float at the fraternity
house.
"We want the design of it to
be a surprise," he said.
Egan said taking the homecoming activity away from
school is a positive move.
"By bringing this parade Qut
of UCF, we can encourage the
communitytogetmoreinvolv.ed
with us," he said.
But others don't agree.
'The university has educated
a lot of people in this community," UCF alumni Ricardo
Aguilar said. "They should be
corning to the university, not
theuniversitytothem,andshow ·
some appreciation."

The average
Mexican baker
hanB makes
over 700 maize
tortillas a day.
Fourteen of
these bakers
were chosen as
delegates to last
year's International Federation
of Tortilla
Bakers. Only ten
returned from
the convention.
Now they bake
in silence.
When in the sun
use sunblock.
A PSA of THE CFF

ABSOLUTE SILENCE.
THE BIRTHDAYS, THE GRADUATION, THE WEDDING DAY...WE WERE THERE TO TOASTTHEM ALL.
SO FROM ONE GREAT SPIRIT TO ANOTHER, HERE'STO THE MOST ENDURING RITUAL OF ALL.

10% OF NORTH AMERICANS ARE ALCOHOLICS• NEARLY 50% OF AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES ARE LINKED TO ALCOHOL

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMEN'.r.

T

At TIAA-CREF, we not only underhink about supporting yourself for
stand the value of starting early, we
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
· in retirement. It might be the greatest
can help make it possible-with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of personal
favor. Time.
.
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. service that spans 75 years.
Time for your money to grow.
Over a milJion people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
America's largest retirement system.
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-6.ve.
today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$227 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

•

•

•
•

•

Start plannine yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M
*Auuming an intaut raft of 7.5% crtiJiltiJ to T!AA Rttuwunt Annui11u. Tbi.J ralt i.J u.reiJ Jok/y to Jbo•• tbt poOJt:raniJ tf/td of r:ompouniJing. LoOJt:r or bigber ratu fVOulJ
proiJur:t vtry ihf/mnt ruult.r. CREF artifuaitJ art tli.Jtri.butrJ by TIAA-CREF lniJiviiJua/ aniJ !tutitutiol!ill Sa'llire.r.
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Seven students arrested for alcohol offenses
Four students were arrested this weekend for
drinking under the age of21
and three others were arrested for driving under the
influence.
•RebeccaDavis,19,
was arrested Sunday night for possession of beer and tequila on Greek Park
Court.
• Lori Hicklin, 19,
was also arrested with
Davis. The police report
stated that Hiclkin's performance on the sobriety test
was marginal.
• Johanna Ramsbott and
Melanie Woodson, both 18,
were arrested for possession
ofalcohol. Neither was wear-

!)

ing a wrist band from the
party to identify that they
were of drinking age. N either had any identification
on them.
•Two jueveniles
were also arrested
for possession of alcohol beverages.

the legal intoxication limit. swayed when he walked.
Later tests indicated
•Peter Genersicb, 24,
was also arrested for driv- that McPhail had a blood
ing under the influence af- alcohol content of .079 and
ter failing to stop at three .080.
stop signs. The police officer
•Jefferey Perry had his
stated that he had glassy car stereo stolen Oct. 9. The
eyes, slurred speech, police could not see any finsmelled of alcohol and was ger prints on the glass or
slightly swaying.
door and it appeared that
the stereo had been ripped
•SamanthaParker,
22, was arrested for
- Genersich refused to out of the dash.
drivingunderthein- submit to a blood test to de• Imad Kabalaoui, 23,
fluence after failing to stop termine his blood alcohol was arrested for driving
at a red light. The police content.
while having his license susofficer stated that she had . •Drew McPhail, 19, was pended. Kabalaoui was leav·glassy eyes, a slight slur in arrested for driving under ing Parking Services after
her speech and smelled of the influence after running paying for parking tickets
alcohol.
a stop sign. The police offi- when be was arrested.
Later, Parker's blood al- cer stated that McPhail's
cohol content was taken at eyes were glassy, his breath -compiledbyDeborahNoble
.062 and .059, with .1 being smelled of alcohol and he STAFF WRITER
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ThePrudentlal~

We copy all night

THE PRUDENTIAL, the country's largest insurance and financial
services company, is seeking several people who desire a professional
and upwardly mobile career in sales, marketing and management
Starting salary up to $500/ week. Excellent benefits and a 2 year
training program. Business and college background preferred. Potential of $25,000 - $50,000+ a year. Join us at the Sheraton Plaza, Florida
Mall, on October 22 at 6:30 P.M. for a free career infonnation seminar
on the insurance and financial services profession. To reserve seating,
please call Susan Walter at (407) 857-1371.

We know that there are times when you'll
find yourself working around the clock to
get an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24 hours
a day ... every day. Come into Kin·ko's
between 10 pm· 7am to receive 50% off
late night computer rental.

"Dammit
'
Olaf, why do
you insist on
clicking that
pen? In, out,
in, out. It reminds me of
the blinker on
that old Fiat."
"Oh
'
Anastasia,
you cold
hearted
wench, you'll
never let me
live that
down. And for
that I can
never
forgive you."
Save the Rain
Forest
A .PSA of THE CFF

1m ltttldto find!
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One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call about our move-in specials
( 407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racq4etball

• Sand Volleyball
• Basketball
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods Blvd.

2·for 1 Draft Mon - Fri -.
3p.m. - 7p.m. Michelob, Lite, Bud, Bud Lite, Bud Dry
$2.99 Pitchers Sat. & Sun. Night
282-0505 • We Deliver •Across From UCF
Next to UC6 Theaters

$2 gJ}

FOR STIJDENTS ONLY

•

GoodOnlyln
TRlllVille .t. Orlando

Any Large Pizza
NOTVALIDwmtOrnEROFFERS

:
I

2

LARGE 1 TOPPING:. PIZZAS
FOR $12.99
NOT VAI.ID Wl1H OTIIER OFFERS

.•

ltd~J!~Y-~~:i r.=~i!. ltd~Pf,!Y-~~

---------------,--------------! ~ Any Calzone : 2

$

University Blvd.

GoodOolyln
Tinuville ct: Orlando

NOTVALIDwrrnonmRoPPERS

K<C?

~

Spaghetti Dinners
For $8.49
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The pros and· cons
of UCF's decision to
move homecoming

U

CF has moved the homecoming parade
to downtown Orlando.
This has prompted some discussion,
both pro and con, among students of the university, the students on The Future staff included. With this in mind, we decided to present
some points on both sides ofthe debate, and let
the students decide for themselves.
CON: Downtown is simply too far away.
Under the best of circumstances the trip takes
about a half an hour. We all know what a
nightmare the trip can be ifthere happens to be
a fender-bender along the route.
Since it is so far away and potentially such a
hassle to get to, many students may not bother
to attend the festivities. Those that do can look
forward to very limited parking and outrageous fees for the spaces that are available.
The whole idea of homecoming is to come
home to the univ.ersity where one received
one's degree. Other than the spring 1991 class,
most people received their diplomas here on
campus.
Speaking of spring 1992, hasn't the university learned from that mistake?
UCF needs to establish a campus identity,
and that can only be done if its functions are
held on campus.
PRO: Granted, downtown is not the most
accessible venue to many students, but UCF is
a commuter school. Most ofits students travel
to get here, ~any from as far away as Daytona
and Melbourne; a few extra miles will not
amount to much.
If several people carpool to downtown (it's a
good idea to make .one a designated driver),
they can split the parking fee down to almost
nothing. For those who don't have transportation, SG is providing busses.
What is especially relevant is that the game
is downtown. The parade should be where the
gameis,ormaybeitwouldbebettertohavethe
game over at the sports complex.
The campus may be out in BFE, but much of
the allure of UCF is its proximity to Orlando.
And let's face it, Orlando is a cool place.
Downtown is increasingly popular, with good
reason. By staging homecoming downtown,
UCF will get much needed exposure to the
community and the pocketbooks that live there.
Ifwe want to be-and we should want to beOrlando's home team, we should show some
hometown spirit.
Perhaps the most important point in this
debate is one that no one can argue with: The
identity of a university is largely dependent
upon the school spirit shown by its students.
So, no matter whether homecoming is downtown Orlando or downtown Oveido, UCF students should show some pride in their school
and put forth the effort to makeit to the parade.
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Sandra Pedicini
Cliff Vanzandt
Jenny Duncanson
Francis J. Allman
Lisa Tulibacki
Michael DeHoog
Rafael Cardozo
Robert Offermann
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What makes a cQnservative?
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT
have a problem which
- maybe - someone
can help me with.
Has there been a territorial limit set on the
First Amendment lately?
The reason I ask is
because I keep hearing
George Bush make statemen ts that seem to in dicate such a condition.
"I think it's wrong to
demonstrate against your own country in foreign
soil," Herr Bush said during Sunday's debate. That
wasprettymucharepeatofsomeofthethingshehad
been saying the week before the televised event.
I don't understand.
As George himself said, "Maybe it's me."
Maybe it is just me but I always understood that
once one was a citizen of this country, that person
was entitle~ to whatever benefits or rights are accorded to all citizens without regard to one's particular location at any given moment. In other words,
freedom of speech (Remember that one? It's the first
one listed.) is granted to every American citizen and
it really doesn't make a rat's ass where that citizen
is, he or she has the right to free speech regarding the
country (or any other thing)- good or bad, pro or con
- regardless of geography.
Of course, I assume that whatBushis trying to get
across is that one should not criticize the leadership
of this country out in public, especially when that
public is someone outside of the sovereignty.
In fact, as I recall my history (Something Bush
seems to have a real problem with - remember
Pearl Harbor? George doesn't.), this country staged
a revolt a couple of hundred years ago precisely for
the purpose of being able to openly criticize the
governing body.
lt has always been the greatness of this nation

I
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seems to feel that a little repression wouldn't hurt.
Perhaps Bill Clinton's comparisons to Smokin'
Joe McCarthy are not that rash in light of Bush's
statements.
Now, a lot of you Bush supporters are probably
thinking how dare I carry on like this; that I'm
obviously a cultural-elite, atheistic, unpatriotic liberal who doesn't have a good conservative bone in my
body.
And you'd be partially correct; one of those words
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and his mentor, Reagan), conservatism has become
. pretty much a standing joke in this country. The
conservatism of Barry Goldwater is slowly being
replacedbythetotalitarianismofPatrickBuchanan.
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to the Second Edition of the New World Dictionary,
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of all restriction: censorship.
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otherthingforthatmatter, rememberthattheconservative is the one who is trying to protect our freedoms.
It is not people like George Bush that make this
country great; it is people like William F. Buckley, the
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country at the moment because he is open to reasonable
discourse on any subject and doesn't feel the need to
resort to non sequitors, name-calling and other fallacious arguments when someone disagrees with hlm.
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'Studs' turns ugly in election-year nightmare
•
•

•

•

•

Brian Costello
MY SOAPBOX

R

ecently, I had the worst nightmare of my entire
life.
I was on that "Studs" show, but instead of the
usual studettes who are suckers for original pick-up
lines like "Will you go to bed with me?" I had to choose
between Tipper Gore, Marilyn Quayle and Barbara
Bush. We didn't actually go out in this dream; we just
talked about it on the show.
Just like on "Studs" in real life, I had to guess who
said what about our dates. This is usually the part in
the show where "hot" sexual innuendos flow like urine
at a keg party, but instead I had to guess who said:
"He showed up for our date wearing a Butthole
surfers T-shirt. It went downhill from there."
"The moment he said he thought my two sons looked
like housebroken family values casualties, I asked him
to take me home."
"Sweet young thing! Come and get it like a big funky
sex machine!"
I guessed "Tipper, Marilyn, and Barbie." (She in-

sisted that I call her Barbie.) I was three for three and
got three hearts velcroed to my jeans.
Usually the audience is made up of horny Californians who cheer for this sort of thing. But this was my
nightmare, so it was the Young Republicans with
smiley-face armbands throwing copies of the Bible and

In Limbo

"Under Fire," the book by Ollie North, at me .
Things were getting out of hand, so I turned to the
host in the hopes that he would restore order. But it
wasn't Mark DeCarlo (the usual host of"Studs." It was
Ted Kennedy. He looked really shnazzled and all he
could say over and over again was, "Chappaquiddick
shmappaquiddeick!"
He was no help, and the Young Republicans were
starting to beat me up, LAPD style, chanting "Four
More Years!" over and over again.
While I was getting kicked around, Pat Buchanan
suddenly appeared. He got right in my face and said
"This is what you get for being a liberal!" He gave me a
kick with his jackboot, then started laughing in a
sinister way, like the bad guys on Scooby Doo.
Luckily, my roommate woke me up. He said I was
saying things like "Church and state should be separate!" and "I don't wanna piss in a cup for the man!"
I don't know. Either this dream was about the acquiescence of Democrats to a more right-wingview of things, or
else there was no dream at all and I thought it would be cool
ro write a column about what it would be like to be on
"Studs" with Tipper, Marilyn, and Barnie.
You decide. I'm just gonna watch Who's the boss
reruns and die laughing.

Tony Whitten
HEY )OE/UJllE THE
TIE! STtLL CoM~

A t>OZE~
TIE'S, PLEASE.

OVE( AT 8,RlGHT'?

/

'
·tr

•
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Renegade pelicans and other animal animosities
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SEVICES
t's time for ou~ popular feature, Deceased Animals
In The News. Our big story this week, as you have
no doubt guessed, concerns the federal government's
program to give awayfrozen oil soaked semidecomposed
animal carcasses.
But first we need to issue the following Safety
Advisory: Do NOT go outside.
We base this advisory on a news item spotted by
alert reader Katherine Keane in a newspaper called
(really) the Tillamook, Ore., Headlight-Herald. The
item is headlined: EXPLANATION OFFERED FOR
FISH FOUND ON LAWN. It states that a woman in
Lincoln City, Ore., went outside one morning and found
"a number" of deceased fish on her lawn. So she went
back inside and drank a quart of whiskey.
No, that's what WE would do. What she did was
notify state wildlife officials, who determined that the
fish were Pacific sand lances. An official said that what
probably happened was a cormorant, gull or pelican
swooped down onto the Pacific Ocean and scooped up
more fish than it could digest, so as it flew over the
woman's lawn, it did what we always do when we snork
down too many Pacific sand lances at a wedding or bar
mitzvah, namely, ralph them up.
This item alone is not cause for alarm. According to
the surgeon general, the odds are that fewer than
17,000 Americans will be killed during this fiscal year
by barfed fish falling at 120 mph, and most ofthese will
be people with very large, easy-to-hit heads, such as
George Steinbrenner. We can live with that.
But what DOES alarm us is another news item,
clipped by alert reader June Rimmey from the Centre
Daily Times of State College, Pa. The item, headlined
COW PARTS ON ROOF, states: "Parts of a cow were
found Tuesday morning on the roofofthe Arts Building
on the Penn State Campus, according to Penn State
police. The parts were arranged in a pattern. Police
have no suspects."

I

•

mal carcass giveaway program.
We found out about this program thanks to alert
reader Jeremy Kniffin, who sent us the Aug. 11, 1992,
issue of the Federal Register, which states that the
government is making available to the public, for a
limited time, the carcasses of thousands of birds and
mammals that ·became deceased in 1989 when the
Exxon oil tanker Valdez failed to observe a "YIELD TO
REEF' sign. The carcasses were used as evidence in the
Exxon litigation. The government plans to bum them,
but is first making them available to "qualified applicants" who might want them for"scientific, educational
or public display purposes."
Conditionwise, these are not your top-of-the-line
carcasses. The Federal Register says they've been
stored in large freezers, which have failed several
times, so the carcasses have tended to rot and clump
together in a frozen, oily mass.
We called Anchorage, Alaska and spoke -to the
person in charge of the carcasse·s, Karen Oakley, of
Re..-wcl
Without suggesting that the fine men and women of the Fish and Wildlife Service. You know how somethe Penn State police have guacamole dip for brains, we times you stick a leftover tuna casserole in the back
wish to point out that what happened is obvious to of your refrigerator and forget about it for two or
anyone who has been following national events. Clearly three years, and then you finally take it out, and it
a cormorant, gull or pelican - and by the way, "Cormo- looks like a young version of the thing that's always
rant, Gull & Pelican" would be an excellent name for a trying to eat Sigourney Weaver in the "Alien" movlaw firm -strayed approximately 2,500 miles from the ies? Multiply that by ·a billion and you have the
Pacific Ocean, flew over a Pennsylvania dairy farm, situation Ms. Oakley is dealing with. The Leftovers
mistook a cow for a Pacific sand lance (the two are From Hell.
"It's pretty gross," she told us.
virtually indistinguishable from the air), swooped down
She said she has received three formal applicaand scooped up the cow (a cormorant, being a member
of the ant family, can lift 850 times its own weight), tions for carcasses. We asked her who on earth would
soared to approximately 2,000 feet, realized it had want these things and she said it was basically the
bitten off more than it could chew~ and woofed on the scientific community. We should have suspected
this. The scientific community is always engaging in
Penn State Arts Building.
We don't yet know who arranged the cow parts into bizarre activities involving frozen carcasses, suba pattern. Our guess would be art students. But the atomic particles, etc., instead of concentrating on
point is that the size of the deceased animals falling practical goals that would benefit mankind, such as
from American skies is definitely trending upward, training cormorants to distinguish between Pacific
and it could be months before the federal government sand lances and cows. Somebody should do somecan do anything about it. The government is busy right thing about this. But not us. It's time for our lunch.
now with the frozen oil-soaked semidecomposed ani0Ut92 Trllun1 Meck& S.rvieel, 1nC.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Today-Softball vs. LXA, 8:45pm.
Saturday-BigBro/LilBro retreat, get
ready! Quote of the week, "There is
nothing like a case of beer for a case of
nerves" TBMT & see ya!
ti.Tl!.
THE ULTIMATE RAVE PARTY
SATURDAY
LIVE DJ, AT THE DELT HOUSE
11PM-?
ALL ARE WELCOME
_
BUT BE WARNED
ONLY FOR THE HEADSTRONG
CLUBti.Tti. IS BACK AND
TECHNORIFIC
ti.Tl!. A NEWATIITUDE
KAPPA DELTA
ATIN: KA big sisters we luv u! Friends
& sisters 4ever...luv the pledge dass of
'921 Viking was awesome Thx 4 such a
great social! ATn-n-KA the tradition
continues! We luv you! Get ready
golfers-golf toum. Oct. 24 2pm-? Call
382-3839! Tricia W. & Dina M. R the #1
KD ladies of the week! We luv u !
Volleyball 6 :30pm-let's win ladies!
Homecoming! TIKA-n-KA #1 !
PHI DELTA THETA
Thanks to AM for a great Dolphin Daze.
Special thanks to coaches Becky &
Patty. Art: Congrats on tennis finals. Be
at house for picts. by 1:OOpm today.
House cleanup Sat. 11 am.
PHI GAMMA DELTA
FIJI citewalk-Sat. 9am. Tailgatew/Pi Phi
Sat. 4pm-FIJI house! Get ready for the
All-Florida FIJI party!-Sat. Oct. 24th!
F1-J1 always wanna be 1!!!

all. Sig Ep Softball 11 to 1 over AX. 57
to 16 over opponents. Parents day is
Sat. at the palace.
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Get ready for a crazy weekend ZTA's!
Friday night is Founder's Day formal
and Saturday night bus ride with Sig
Eps! Don't forget tonight at the houseAlumnae Dinner and games! Congrats
Emily for Southern Belle! We love you!
Congrats also to Becca Peterson-pledge
of the week and Kristen Hahn-leader of
the week! Happy Founder's Day Zetas!
ZLAM!!
Order of Omega
Meet at the Reflecting Pond for
pictures at 3:00pm Thursday Oct. 15.
Applications are available in the
Student Center. Next meeting Tuesday
Oct. 27th, Mission Bay Club House.
Attention all UCF: CEL is hosting it's
Annual Etiquette Dinner at 5pm Oct.
23! Cost is $10. Learn about business
attire, greetings, & ballroom dancing!
RSVP by 10116@ 823-5107.

CLUB INFO

Roommate needed to share 2BA 2BR
prtly furnished apt. 4 miles from UCF
rent is $330 mo male/fem ale Call
Alexander at 382-3340.
House to share N/S 2 miles from UCF.
$325 includes all 366-9391/823-5606.
Two FINS needed to share clean 3bd/
2bath house in safe neighborhood in
Titusville. $200 per month + 1/3 utl per
room. Call 267-8609.
Female roomate wanted for 212 Apt.
Own bedroom and bath. Close to school
Only $163. Please call 275-9721.
Christian female roommate:
Casselberry area lots of ammenties!
Rent $180, 1/3 util., 1/3 sec. deposit.
Call Karen 696-4831 (leave message)
Luxury apartment at Mission Bay. Male
professional with 2B/28 apt:w/d
vaulted ceilings, microwave, pool. Seeks
serious student to share apt. No pets,
nonsmoking female preferred. $320 +
1/2 Call Michael 671-8948.
N/S female to share 2Bdrm 1bth apt.
2.5 miles from UCF $225/mo. + 1/2
utilities. 381-5371.

SWAT
SWAT retreat to Miami ·tor Hurricane
relief 10/17. Don't forget our V-ball
games Tuesdays 9:30, tailgates, and
meetings Wed. at 4:00 for info x5841.
2U 4U by us-why weight try it X5841.
The UCF Gay and Lesbian
Student Union will be meeting
on October 15 at 8:30 pm
Call 823-5107 for more info.
The UCF Public Relations Club
Join in our 30 min. power meeting and
make new friends. Thursday@5:00pm
in PH 104. See you there.

TIKA
· PIKES congratulate Southern Belle
Emily Desantis! Southern Gents was
truly another great success. Thanks .to
all who attended. TIKA busride and
pre-game affair with ADTI this
Saturday. Be there!! GOOMBAY is .
coming ... Oct. 24, get those RASTA
Duds ready! Once again, 1992 Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
Southern Belle Emily Desantis.
for NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy. Call 282-8183 ask for Scott.
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Hey Pi Sig's get psyched about the n~w F N/S 22+ for 2/2 $200 + 1/2 util. 5 mi.
member retreat-Oct. 17 9:30 @ Wild UCF. Kathleen 384-7136.
Pizza-Going to Oveido Rec. Ctr. Tailgate party Sat.-UCF #1. Be there! Food/ FINS wanted to share 3BR 2BA apt.
drinks 4 all! PSE is great!
pool, patio, alarm, volley/raquet courts,
friendly roommates . Call 679-3264
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Lauren, Jane, Christine
Black Friday is tomorrow nite 10-3am.
Rave-Techno dance is back at Sig Ep Responsible female N/S to share a
house. Experience it. ZTA busride is 2bed/2bath apt. $200 mo.+1/3 utilities.
Sat. 2nd floor party after game. Great 5 miles from UCF. 2 miles from
job Matt F. with Dolphin Daze 1st over- Valencia. Call 382-9039.

ROOMMATES

LSAT
• MCAT
GMAT
• NCLEX
GRE • SPEED READING
THE TEST IS WHEN'! CLASSES FORMING NOW.

Live Classes with experienced instructors
o Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.
7 days a week• Evenings too!
No Nonsense Guarantee
Industry Leader - 53 years of experience and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed

.e

0

0

KAPLAN

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

273-7111

October 15, 1992

Hunters Reserve condo tor sale.
2BDR/2BA , 2 min. from UCF $56,900
366-8511
'82 Yamaha piano, brown oak, exc. con.
$1500 Call 657-7837or657-4n5, Su.
Pioneer radio cassette deck built in
?band graphic equalizer/spectrum
analyzer, $200 Call (813) 293-1930.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
.
For rent 2 bedroom 1 bath apt. $440.00
a month. Walking distance to UCF
363-5636
Room for rent in a 3 bedroom fully
furnished apartment. Near UCF and in
the laser route. Rent is $210.00 per
month. Call 407-382-8230!
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent. Walking
distance to campus. Available NOW.
$450. David 249-2865.
212 apt. 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532.

FOR SALE
2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.

"Did you
hear about
little Jimmy
Tyler across
the street?"
'"Yeah can
'
you believe it."
"Its true its
true."
· "What guys,
tell me, tell
me."
"Oh its
'
nothing."
~

Recycle.
PSA of THE CFF

BILINGUAL!?
Use your talent to your advantage!
Rapidly expanding co. seeking help to
cross the language barrier. Call Hans
679-2116 No Phone Interviews.
SPORTS MINDED
Seeking aggressive, athletic indivs. New
co. needs competitive edge!!! Serious
inquiries only 894--0368.

Kitchen table & chairs $35, dresser $30,
twin bed $50. 366-2384.
Pentax SF1-N
35-70AF 3.5
80-200 F4
Call 823-6397
or 381-1785 Mike

WANTED
Will buy backless •spine aligning•
chair(s). State price. 282-1554.

AUTOS

SERVICES

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 .Ext. S-4628.

Beginner to Advanced

'85 Nissan 200SX, 5-spd, ac, stereo,
excel. cond. $3200 080 382-9609.

GUITAR LESSONS

Do you want to: Learn basic
chords? Popular songs? or Sharpen
your technique?
CALL JEFF 677-4068

Taking best offer!
Dark blue 1990 Plymouth Laser, grey
interior, ale, am/fm stereo, 5speed, new
tires. Please call Jimmy 382-6605

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

8

TYPISTS

·

WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a tree
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735

RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634--0468 ext. C5418.

Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
Typing at competitive rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.
Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.

Have fun selling Tupperware parttime
and fulltime. Be your own boss, set your
hours, no quotas, good income, no start
up cost! 249-0651.
Applications are now being accepted
for Campus Activites Board Travel and
Recreation
committee
chair.
Applications are available at the
Student Center main desk. Deadline is
10/21/92. Call X2611 for info.

TUTORS

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Haircuts only $7.00
For UCF students with I.D.
(men's and women's regularly $8.00)

TOP NOTCH CUTS & CURLS, IN~.

~

{f)1i

No Appointment Necessary

~ "TOP NOTCH NAIL CARE" ~

PERMS
CHECK OUT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

$25

$35.

off shoulder

.

$45.

2" below shoulder

mid back

SPIRALS

SPIRALS

•includes shampoo and cut

Hours:
Monday- Friday 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Closed Sunday
LG.A Plaza-Call (407) 380-2621

(across the street
from the Frat House near Goodwill Center)

..
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USA soccer team plays at UNC
agreed to admit the Vancouver 86ers. The three time CSL
Champion
86ers may be joined by current winners, the
SPECIAL TO CFF
Wmnipeg Fwy, and FC Supra de Montreal before the
A North Carolina college was the host ofthe U.S. National season kicks off.
Soccer Team forthe third time in as many years. Although
The on again off again scheduling of the UNCG
the previous mat.ches ('90 Trinidad and '91 vs. Jamaica) match made for little or no advertising for the game.
were at Highpoint, N.C., the University ofNorth Carolina Never the less, a capacity crowd of 3,000 saw the
at Greensboro was the site ofUSA vs. CANADAon Oct. 9. contest which tested both goalkeepers through 90
The game seived as a preparation for both countries minutes.
before moving on to major competitions. As CONCACAF
Even with the absence of their Eurostars, the United
Champions, the U.S. is headed to Saudi Arabia for a States dominated play via the efforts of former Olymcontinent.altournament:IvocyCoast(Africa),SaudiArabia pians Cobi Jones and Chris Henderson. However,
(Asia) and Argentina (South America), while Canada's neither the dazzling runs of Jones and Henderson or
future task is more pressing the qualifiers for the 1994 the marksmanship of Jean Harbor could finish past
Canadian keeper Craig Forrest.
World Cup.
Team CANADA was at full strength including five
Forrest, who plays for Ipswich Town of England's
veterans from thel 986World Cu, in addition to their major Premier League, breezed this warm-up exhibition. His
stars from the Scottish and English pro leagues.
experience showed why no less than nine national
The United States played without i~ European-based goalkeepers make their living with pro clubs in Great
stars,insteadroundingoutitsline-upwith playersfrom the Britain: Canada, Denmark, England, Ireland, Norrecently completed American Profes&onal Soccer League way, Northern Ireland, Scotland, United States and
Wales).
(APSL) season and Barcelona Olympics.
The most significant ofthese, Nigerian-born Jean HarThe match was the American's last in the United
bor ofthe Tampa Bay Rowdie$, made his first appearance States until 1993. Coacp Bora explained the reason for
forthe U.S. National Team. Ironically, Harbor, theAPSL's this was stadium availability this time of year.
All-time leading scorer,.debuted one day before the World
Canada's road to '94 takes them to Boca Raton to
Cup Qualifiers in Africa began. On that day Nigeria hosted train, and then 'to Jamaica and El Savador on Oct. 18
and25.
newly admitted South .Africa before 80,000 fans.
From 1969 witil 1984 Canadian and American soccer
According to Canadian Coach Bob Lenarduzzi, a
clubs shared the same professional league in the North visit to Central Florida between matches or soon afterAmerican Soccer League, NASL. For 1993, the APSL has ward i~ a strong possibility.

By Chuck ZSOlnai

•
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FREE FOOD! FUN PRIZES! T-SHIRTS
Anticipated Sponsors:

•

WATERMANIA

PON DEROSA

MCDONALD'S

MALIBU GRAND PRIX & CASTLE

QUINCY'S

DOMINO'S PIZZA

RANDY'S PARTY STORE

HARDEE'S

COKE

PIRATE'S COVE ADVENTURE GOLF

K-SWISS

TANZMANIA TANNING SHOP

JUNGLE JIM'S

WENDY'S

DUNKIN' DONUTS

CRAZVWINGS

-KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

PIZZA HUT

CHILI'S

OLIVE GARDEN

DENNY'S

STATON WHOLESALE

KELSEY'S PIZZERIA.

CASA GALLARDO

MICHAEL'S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

ORLANDO MAGIC

THE BLACK-EYED PEA

DAIRY QUEEN

FRITO LAY

HARD ROCK CAFE

I

FROM PAGE 12
guards are in the 260 pound
range. According to McDowell
the NSU defense will blitz often, similar to the defensive style
of play used by Western Illinios.
The Knights once ~ain will
start sophomore, Darin
Hinshaw at quarterback and
give redshirt freshman, Mike
Jordan playing time in the second qu,arter.
Nicholls State played a homeand-away series with UCF in
1983. The Colonels defeated the
Knights, 60-10, in Thibodaux,
La. and again topped UCF in
Orlando 37-14.
''We have a chance to gain
some respect with a victory over
Nicholls State and hope to get
ranked," McDowell, said

MARRIOTT

RYAN'S STEAKHOUSE

LITCHFIELD UC6 CINEMA

CHI-CHI'S

WINN DIXIE

GOLF

-GOODIN GS

FROM PAGE 12

SUBWAY

FUN 'N' WHEELS

TACO BELL

SHONEY'S

afterward, " I'm impressed· in
the way they bounced back and
played very well Sunday.'
The UCF Men's golf team,
ranked 10th in preseason collegiate polls, begin play .on Monday in the Dixie Invitational in
Columbus, Georgia, hosted by
Columbus College against stiff
competition from other ranked
schools. They are led by senior
Hans Strom-Glsen, a two-time
All-American from Sweden.

THE OLYMPUS

- WALTDISNEYWORLD

WET'N'WILD

IT'S ACADEMIC

SEA WORLD

UNIVERSITY GRILLE

TG LEE DAIRY

BAGELS, ETC.

BUSCH GARDENS

•

FOOTBALL

BURGER KING

DUFFY'S
FOOD LION

ReeTober Fest '92
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24

. ··+..
00

FIRST 32 TEAMS - 4 MEN AND 4 WOMEN
11 EVENTS
SIGN UP TODAY!

~0~J.L

At

,.

Cl
II
II:

(>

UCP

f'
•

"UCF's Greatest Day of Play"
SIGN UP TODAY in RS 101 (next to the pool) CALL 823-2408 for more information.
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Dolphins smp1ise critics by going tmdefeated
Miami's 5-0 record

imp~esses

Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

fans and coaches, but will the winning last or will the fish flop?

Beating them must not be that difficult
Week six: The Sea World Rejects get
lucky aga]n in the fourth quarter (can anyone see a pattern here?) and defeat the
Atlanta Falcons. (Who?) Even the team
was surprised. LinebackerDavidGriggs,
quarterback Dan Marino and even Don
Shula were quoted as being shocked with
the victory. This is probably because the
Fish-Eating Fins didn't deserve to win.
They got lucky. They had no big plays, they
just made less mistakes. Marino was 20 of
40 (not Hall of Fame caliber). Of their 26
firstdowns,onlyll wentformorethanfour
yards. Jeff Cross, last year's sack leader,
and T.J. Turner have no sacks for the
season.
Please point it out if fm wrong, but I
don't see anything impressive here.
As everyone keeps reminding me, the
only thing that realJy counts is Miami's
record, which is currently the NFL's only
undefeated one. But this will not last for

The only time dolphins belong on land is
on a dinner plate at Red Lobster. The 5-0
Miami Dolphins have been on land for too
long and are about to die.
Let me say something up front. People
close to me will say that I am just crying
about the humiliation the Buffalo Bills
received atthe hands ofthe Dolphins. True,
I cried. Butfm overth_
atandcan objectively
say that Don Shula's Floundering Fish are
running out of air.
Rightnowthe Overgrown Porpoises are,
by some miracle of fate, 5-0 and their fans
are loonier than the coaches. On these two
points I concede.
These less-than-sane fans have been
walking around starry-eyed murmuring
chantsofa'72repeat. Stop livingin the past.
Of course, if you really want to dig up
long. True, the Patriots will be an easy win.
past seasons, let's look at the last decade. ButtheJetsgameisalwaysagrudgematch
How many Super Bowls have they been to?
and the Indianapolis Colts have one of the
How many have they won?
best defenses in the league.
I hear a loud silence.
The Dolphins are playing like dead
But hey, let's just deal with the season at
carp. Place-kicker Pete Stoyanovich
hand.Week two: The Beached Marine Life
missed two key field goals against At-·
pulls it out in the third quarter to overcome
lanta, both within his range. Ferrell
Cleveland by only four points. Hardly imEdmunds caught 10 passes in the first
pressive. Week three: Dolphins soundly
three games, but after signing his condefeat Rams. Week four: Shula's Shelltract he has only had two passes thr9wn
Shuckers find another fourth quarter
to him and has dropped both. The team
miracle to beat Seattle's now i-5 Squawkis planning on trading him, but they
ing Seagulls by only a two point margin.
have no depth behind him.
Week five: Flipper beats the Bills. This
No, it doesn't look go.od for the fans of
seems to be the biWst bragging point for
""Miami. They have just been in the sun
the mindless fans. But Buffalo only scored too long. S.omething stinks here and it
three points last week against the Raiders. :smells like fish. ·

Trace Trylko
OFFICIAL WORD
The Miami Dolphins' fast break start
is not an early season mirage. The fins
are the team to be reckoned with in the

NF~ami,theNFL'sonlyundefeatedteam,
is playing solid defense and the addition of
tight end Keith Jackson bolsters an already
potent offense.
Akey toMi ami.,s success this season can
be seen m
· 1ast week's vi•ctory over the cagey
· Atlanta Falcons. Prompting tlris wm
· was
the opporluni stic p1ay of a 1ong m aligned
defensive unit Trailing the Falcons 17-7
withunderfiveminutestoplayinthethird
quarter, the Dolphins' defense rose_to the
challenge. Defensive back Vestee Jackson
picked off a Chris Mitchell pass and scampered 30 yards to cut the deficit to three
·points. While it did not put Miami ahead, it
did shift the momentum back t.o the AFC's
best team.
Championship teams make the big play
andfindthattheballoftenbouncestheirway.
Miami will continue t.o make breaks for
itselfandwillbeunstoppablebymidseason.
-Aglanceattheupcomingscheduleshows
little t.o fear. The hapless New England
Patriots are followed by the inept Indianapolis Colts the next two weeks. Miami
then travels to the Rotten Apple area for a
probable pasting of the New York Jets.
Perhaps it would do New York good t.o
distanceitselffromitssportslosers,notably
baseball's Mets and Yankees and NFL
Giants, by referring to the Jets as New
Jerse"'s team.

Nevertheless, the Jets will not soar and
theDolphinswillventuretolndywithanS0 record Nine wins is only the distance of
four quarters away against the NFL's
'<toughest" dome home team.
Under the guidance offuture NFL Hall
ofFame quarterback Dan Marino, the Dolphins will dispose of Buffalo in a week 10
Monday night battle. The Bills trail Miami
by two games·in the loss column and will
need a victnry over its South Florida rivals.
Don'tcountonitoraretumoftheBillstothe
Super Bowl.
Miami dominated Buffalo in week four
by using newly acquired free agent tight
end Jackson and an aggressive defense.
Miami has not even used running backs
Mark Higgs and Bobby Humphrey t.o their
fullpotential.NFLteams,beadvised: When
these two get going, the Dolphins will not
come close t.o being touched.
Critics will find oodles of statistics to
prove the Dolphins will be an early playoff
casualty. Statistics are for losers and NFL
pre-game types like Bob Costas. The only
numbers that matter·are wins and losses.
The Dolphins are well on the way to
another undefeated season, ironically on
the 20th anniversary ofa 17-0 season and a
SuperBowl championship. TheNFL'sgreatest head coach, Don Shula, will earn another Super Bowl ring and Miami will once
again boast the possession of the Vince
Lombardi trophy on its sunny shores.
Forallofyoufair-weather Dol-Fans who
have jumped off the band wagon in recent seasons, there is still time. Get
those ankles taped up and prepare to
leap on South Florida's Super Bowl express!
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$MONEY$
STUDENTS ARE NEEDED FOR SERVICE ON THE ACTIVITY &SERVICE FEE COMMITTEE. TheA&SF

Committee designs SGA's 2.6 million dollar budget through a series of meetings and
hearings determining need in various student service areas. Come by Student Government to apply (823-2191 ). DEADLINE: OCTOBER 19TH.

CULTURE

•

DIVERSITY

SG is looking for a DIRECTOR OF STUDENT DIVERSITY to meet the ongoing challenges
presented by a growing college campus regarding issues of diversity. The position
requires one to possess foresight, patience and lots of energy. Apply in Student
Government. Direct applications to Jason DiBona, Student Body President.
I

<

SFoooS
Objective and thoughtful students are needed for a newHiI1J1Ji#aWHli'/:1!%UliUl6ilfl!MiiOI Students will be engaged
in anonymous taste testing and service evaluations of Marriott establishments on campus. Come by SG now and apply.
Direct applications to Jason DiBona, Student Body President.
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Get set for RecTober Fest

•

BY Scott Ginchereau
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•
•

..
•

Rec'I'ober Fest '92 is less than
two weeks away and is already
shaping up to be the ultimate in
fun, food and excitement.
On Oct. 24, 32 teams, which
include four males and four females, will challenge each other in
the largest, wildest and most exciting RecTober Fest yet.
This UCF tradition has grown
from a four team outing in 1989 to
a growing, competitive extravaganza with 32 teams and over 30
Central Florida sponsors.
Teams are composed of dorm

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Sports Briefs

groups, fraternity sorority combi- food gift certificates from Olive
nations, academic major groups Garden,McDonald's,Wendy'sand
or any group of fun-loving stu- Shoney's, as well as admission to
dents ready for the challenge to themeparkssuchasMalibuGrand
become UCFs best.
Prix, Fl.in N Wheels, Water MaTeams will participate in 11 nia and Walt Disney World
In addition to the prizes, free
events including: tug ofwar, volleyball, slow bike race, melonball, food will also be available. Breaktwo-headed monsterrelay,plusor fast will kick-off the festivities at
minus darts, sip-off, pajama wa- 8:30 am., provided by Dunkin'
ter relay, reverse incredaball, sail- Donuts and T.G. Lee. Lunch inboat regatta and the kadima rally. eludes selections from Subway,
Along with the free T-shirts "' Domino's Pizza, Frito Lay,
thateveryparticipantwill receive, Marriott and Winn Dixie.
When all is said and done,
Central Florida businesses have
donated many prizes to be given RecTober Fest '92 will continue to
outbyrandomdrawingand one to become one ofUCFsmostenjoyed
every player. These gifts include traditions.

Freshman adds power to UCF backline
By Jenni Malone

•

Michelle Cutright, a5-foot-11inch middle back freshman from
Mequon, Wisconsin, knows what
it's like to be a volleyball champion. At Homestead High School
her team won two state championships.
Cutright is now a part of the
UCF squad and would like to help
bring a championship home for
the Lady Knights.
She enjoys playing volleyball
because it is not overly physica,
but in order to be good you have to
be aggressive. She displays this
aggressivenesswith a record ofl 4
kills, 19 digs and eight aces.
Although it has taken a while,

Cutright is starting to see team
unity and improvement. As they
learn about themselves and the
team, it becomes more fun to play.
She feels her weakness is
defense, which will improve as
she gains experience and courage to dive for the ball. Her
strength is in her blocking,
which has improved dramatically this season.
''Coach Smith has worked with
meongettingtotheballandlearning to hit it harder," she said.
Cutright chose the UCF because ofits proximity to the ocean.
She wants to become a marine
biologist arid the Florida schools
have the best programs. S h e
became interested in mammals
while living in Africa for two

years.
"When I was 10, I got to swim
with dolphins. I have wanted to
be a biologist since then."
She's happy with her choice
and likes playing for head coach
Laura Smith.
"She is very focused on what
she does and can relate to everything," she said.
In her spare time, Cutright
enjoys drawing, writing poetry
and stories, playing basketball
and running track.
Cutright attributes her hardworking spirit to herfather, who
never had anyone to look up to
and had to push himself to sueceed. She feels he has had a
large impact and influence on
her life.

Joseph Heller
Author of Catch 22
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
1992 DISTINGUISHED AUTHOR

The Hill/ Thomas fiasco. In satirical verses that put
it into perspective. Must reading for all who were
concerned with the Senate hearings of a year ago.
Get a copy now for yourself and one for a friend.
Send $3.50 each ~lus
ame - - - - - - - 80¢ tax and handling to: I Address
I

[N'

Small Treasures

-j

I City/ St.
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FREE PUBLIC LECTURE
8:00 P.M .

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1992
UCF STUDENT CENTER
7 00 PM. RECEPTION AND RESERVED SEATING $8.00; STUDENTS $5.00
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 823-2212

I

P.O. Box 677463
I
I
Orlando, FL 32817-7463 L~ __________ _J

PORE FON

•

11

Moaotaio bike rides
every Wedoesday•
Meet i) fra)t of &bray at Sp.11).

Sports
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.L ady Knights climb Tour brings Olympic talent to Orena

up in the rankings
by Andrew Varnon

and missed a few shots by
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .
inches," he said.
Although the scoring was
Two games, two goals, two low for the shot total (in the
wins.
course of the two games, UCF
That was the outcome for out-shot it's opponents 51-10),
the women's soccer team's ex- "the team was never in danger
cursion to the campus of FIU, oflosing," Barker said.
The lack of shots from the
with games against Arkansas
and Wright State. These games opposition worked in goalmight have been two vicious keeper Heather Brann's favor,
goal-romps, but both games who picked up two shutouts.
ended regulation play withou,t She ha$ moved to a second
a goal. Wherewas UCFs scor- ranking in the Southern reing wrath?
gion in goalkeeping and broke
Credit Tiffany Schreiner into the national rankings as
with both overtime goals. She well, at ninth.
scored thefirstagainstArkanAlso in the rankings, the
sas in the second 15-minute team improved their national
overtime period in a Ser.a mble standings to 10th in the nain front of the goal with an tion, up from 12th.
assist from Kelly Kochevar.
This week is a virtual
The winning goal over soccerfest. The women's team
Wright State was unassisted, will play Butler at 4 p.m. toeight minutes into overtime.
day and Duke at .2 p.m. SunCoach Bill Bark~r attrib- day.
uted the lack of sconng to the
The men will play Miami of
pl~yers' ~esire to be too perfect · Ohio4 p.m. Friday,andSaturday,
with thei~ shots.
SteIB<ln will play Miami ofOhio at
"We hit a lot of crossbars · 4p.m.. All at St. Clair field

By Sara Alexis

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It was only a few months ago that the
world's best gymnasts gathered in
Barcelonia, Spain to compete at the 1992
Summer Olympic games.
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 6, the World
Tour of Gymnastic Champions came to the
OrlandoArenaandallowed8,000localgymnastic fans to experience a unique exhibition of athleticism from the championship
performances.
It was an eveningt'h.at blended physical
ability with showmanship.
Gymnasts from the United States and
from around the world joined in a cooperative effort for the event.
American Brent Dumns performed on
the rings and the bars along with other
USA teammates: Kurt Thomas, Brandy
Thomas, local star Wendy Bruce and Silver
medalist Shannon Miller.
Highlights from the two-hour exhibition
included World Champion Suetlana
Boguinskaia of the Ukraine on the balance
beam and her award-winning floor exercise.
Her teammate, Olympic Gold medalist
Titiana Goutsou, was also on hand to show
her stuff.
The audience gave a standing ovation
following a joint performance in the floor
exercise by Miller and Goutsou.

World ChampionSuetlana Boguinskaia of
the Unified Team shows off her awardwinning moves in OrlandO.(A1exisr1FUTURE)

.(
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Fighting Knights go back to
duty against Nicholls State
By Glenn Carrasquillo
STAFF REPORTER

Hey, football fans! Get ready for action.
The UCF Knights
will resume the season
this Saturday night in
the Citrus Bowl when
they will face the
Nicholls State University Colonels at 7 p.m.
on the gridiron.
The Colonels (0-4-1) are coming off a
19-19 tie with Sam Houston State last
week. Despite not winning a game this
year, UCF coaches are concerned about
NSU's capabilities.
"They have had a very tough schedule
so far," offensive coach Paul
Loundseberry said. "They [NSU] lost
two games to ranked teams that they
could have won and tied another ranked
team in Sam Houston State last week."
The Colonels lost to N.E. Louisiana
State, 38-10, and S.W. Texas State, 38-

· _PlmiAhead

Golf team 10th
Freshman wins award
by Ken Jackson

13, when each team was ranked i[1 the
top 20 ofNCAADivision I-AA. The Colonels are members of the Southland Conference of Division I-AA
The Knights defeated the Moscow
Bears, 43-6, in an exhibition game on Oct.
3. The Knights have
not played a regular
season game since
defeating Western
Illinios, 35-22, on
Sept. 26. UCF coach
Gene McDowell said his te~m made use
ofthetimeoffandshouldhavenotrouble
getting psyched up to play the Colonels.
''They [NSU] are a good I-AA team
that hasn't won a game yet," McDowell
said. "They have a bigoffensive front and
their quarterback runs the option well. If
we don't stop the option they will give us
fits."
The Colonels offensive tackles weigh
in at 31 7 pounds and 280 pounds and the

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After impressive finishes in their first
two tournaments, the Lady Knights golf ~
team had their first disappointing outing last weekend in the Beacon Woods
Invitational at Beacon Hills Golf Club in
Tarpon Springs.
The team finished in tenth place in
the twelve team tournament.
Despite the low overall team finish
some individuals fared well. Freshman
player Krjsten Putman, who was the
11th place finisher with an eleven-over ~
par total of 227, was the winner of the
Low Freshman Award, given annually
to the college rookie with the best overall <
finish in the tournament.
Senior Connie Masterson placed in a
tie for 32nd with a 238 total.
"Athough they may not have played
well in the first two days of the tournament," coach Mike Schumaker remarked <i
GOLF continued page 9

FOOTBALL continued page 9

Cross Country strides into 1st
(which the Knights tihought was short of t:
the
full five miles.)
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
''I thmk I did ex~ptionally well since.I
The UCF cross country team is one step am coming off an injury," Dodenhoff said. c.
closer to obtaining it's goal - a strong 'This is only my serond meet this season."
conference finish.
The men's team dominated the field in
Last weekend at the Florida Commu- the 5K with all runners placing in the top
nityCollegelnvitational, the Knights men's 10. Junior Pete Fournier captured first "
and women's teams stole the show, finish- with a time of 30:08 and sophomore Eric
ing a strong first.
Lipham finished third.
Thetopfinisherforthewomen, Tiffany
Although Lipham was pleased with the '
Hill, with a second place time of 19:42, team's performance, he thought he had an
was still a little disappointed with her off week.
performance.
"I know my time will improve," Lipham
"I was not happy with my time," Hill said "We are coming to the end of the
said. "The girl who won I have beaten season where we will peak."
before."
Fournier said that head coach Doug
~ ,Junior Lisa Dodenhoff thought the Loftus is doing a good job with the runners.
team did very well, although there was
"I think everythlng is really coming
controversy over the length of the track together," Fournier said
By Jenni Malone

Runners Valeria Valenzuela and Jennifer Bencal are happy about how
well the cross country team is shaping up. (DeHoogJFUTURE)

State rules .and regulations have industry hanging by a thread

E

ighteen Florida bungee jumping operators got a
big surprise last July 10. They were all served
official notices, informing them that, effective
immediately, they were to shut down their businesses.
Bungee jumping had been banned in Florida.
The ban, which came courtesy of Florida Agriculture
Commissioner Bob Crawford, was not imposed because
of any accidents in Florida, but rather because of two
accidents occurring in Michigcin.
Crawford said he felt a ban was necessary because,
"It's just a matter of time before someone in Florida dies
- if this practice continues."
A month later the ban was removed and replaced with
what Crawford calls the toughest regulations in the world.
Bungee operators are now free to open for business if they conform to a strict set of standards.
The most foreboding of the new regulations is the part
that requires a permanent fJlatform to be erected. All but
one of the 18 Florida bungee operations in business
before July used construction cranes as platforms from
which to jump.
The new regulations also require bungee platforms to
be no more than 100 feet high. Jump sites using cranes
were often 150 or 200 feet high.
Chest harnesses, instead of an ankle harness, are now
required.
The new laws also required operators to display a sign
showing a stick-figure bungee jumper's cord breaking,
with the caption underneath reading: "Bungee jumping
has caused serious injury and death. Are you willing to
take the risk?" This provision may, however, be done
away with.
The new regulations have put most Florida bungee
operators out of business. For operators who had purchased cranes, that meant a considerable loss. Z Bungee
Mania, a former Orlando operator, had purchased a

$350,000 crane in April. Pelican Pete's Playland, an
Englewood operator had invested $300,000 in a crane
only weeks before the ban forced it to close.
But bungee jumping has not completely disappeared
from Florida. Air Boingo, a national bungee jumping chain,
is opening several new bungee operations in Florida,
including one in Orlando.
With all the new regulations in effect, why, of all places,
open a bungee operation in Orlando?
"[Florida] has been, just by sheervolume, probably the
number one bungee state in the nation. We've always
looked at it, because the demographics of Orlando are
perfect. .. we wanted to tap this market," said Potter Polk,
the general manager of the Orlando Air Boingo franchise.
The new regulations will not affect Air Boingo beca.use
their sights already comply with the new restrictions,
according to Polk. AirBoingo franchises use a permanent,
70-foot tower, with an inflated air mattress at the bottom.
Air Boingo also has numerous other safety checks in
place, most of which are now required by Florida law.
Three trained "jump masters" are present at each jump
and new bungee cords are used after every 200 jumps.
Even with the new regulations in effect, is bungee
jumping safe? That depends largely on who you ask. Bob
Crawford, who instituted the ban, views it as extremely
unsafe. "When people jump, they are taking a big risk.
They're literally defying death to make the jump, and if
everything works right, they'll beat the Grim Reaper,"
Crawford said.
Nancy Frase, author of "Bungee Jumping for Fun 'n
Profit," said that there has been over a million jumps in the
United States, with only two fatalities to date. Polk is also
quick to point out that Air Bo ingo has logged over200,000
jumps without a single accident.
"It's something that appears to be a lot more danger- ;
ous than it is. It's like anything else- if ifs done correctly,

BUNGEE continued page F3
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'Ducks' may score box office goals
with feel-good moviegoers

'

Hockey is a very popular sport in this
perfonnance. His transfonnation of the charcountry, but almost nowhere is it more enacter, Gordon Bombay. from the hardened
trenched into the fibre of society than in
do anything for the will-asshole la'N}'er,
Minnesota. This was one of the primary reainto the more feeling- nice guy, who redissons why screenwriter Steven Brill set the
covers his dream. demonstrated that
action for Walt Disney Pictures' new film,
Estevez is a diverse and well rounded char"The Mighty Ducks." in Minneapolis.
acter actor.
Emilio Estevez has the starring role in
In a recent interview conducted at
"TheMightyDucks." Accompanying Estevez
Disney/MGM Studios, Estevez was
is an ensemble cast of varied ages and expeasked- "Why do you think 'The Mighty
rience. Of course, the majority of
Ducks' is special?"
the cast consists of actors under =======~
"It's sort of the first feelthe age of fifteen.
"It's sort of the fimt good movie I've ever
Estevez's character Gordon
feel-good movie I've done .. .it's the first movie I've
Bombay is a high powered trial
don ,,
made that crosses over and
lawyer who is addicted to winning
ever e...
speaks to different audiences,
and outwardly has plenty to show
both children and adults,"
for his success. However, al-Emilio Estevez Estevez replied.
though Gordon exudes self-con"The Mighty Ducks is a
fidence. inwardly he is plagued by
heart-felt film, which carries you
a childhood failure which involves
back to a time in )QUr childhood
hockey. a sport he now loathes.
when playing a sport, any sport,
Gordon's world begins to cr:umble when
was extremely important and may have influa judge slaps him with a community service
enced the rest of your life. It is also story about .
sentence- coaching a pee wee hockey team
rediscovering lost dreams. finding new friends
for a season. This is only the beginning of
and having fun.
Emilio Estevez stars as Gordon Bombay, pee wee hockey
Gordon's troubles. The hockey team Gordon
Ultimately however, this film reveals how coach of "The Mi.Q hty Ducks." (courresy!buena vista pictur~s)
is assigned to coach is District 5, one of the
the pressure to be number one. can twist and
league's worse teams.
distort a child's hopes and dreams into nightKart Racing School
• 2 Day CcmpJete School
Forced by his boss and the courts Garmares. And that sometimes these childhood
• Half I Full Day Courses
don does his best to revitalize the team. At first
nightmares carry over into our adult lives and
• Lapping Days
he makes a lot of mistakes, but eventually he
effect how we act and who we become.
•
RaceSem
R
A
C
I
N
Q
earns the trust ofthe team and is accepted as
"The Mighty Ducks has a few minor
th;:.ir coac:1. ii:~ beg;ns a slow process of transfiawc-....--itisc0i~predictable.especiallyattheend
Ever wonder what it's really like to drive a racing machine?
• Learn the skills and experience the thrills.
forming the team. by purchasing equipment.
anditusessituationalmethodswhichhavebeen
• Radically improve your road driving performance.
practicing and by renaming them the Ducks.
used time and time again in countless movies.
• All Equipment Provided • Asphalt Road ~ • Upooming Professiooal Driver I lmtructm .
During the process both Gordon and the team
But somehow, thisfailstodetractfromthefilm's
learn from the experiences they share.
overall appeal- "The Mighty Ducks" is a solid
Regist~r
Several good performances were delivfeel-good film, which has all the elements of a hit
ered by the cast of "The Mighty Ducks."
and is well worth seeing.
including a wonderfully comical performance
by Shaun Weiss CGoldberg, the Ducksgoalie).
• cliff vanzandt
Emilio Estevez also delivered an excellent
entertainment editor
11
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Today! (407) 678-6531

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

.O UTLE;T ·

Belz Factory
· Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID
I

Welcome to St. Joseph's
1992 Carnival
1501 Alafaya Trail
•RIDES•
PRIZES

FREE
.PARKING

COMING SOON TO ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

October 22 - 25

.....-----------· Public Enemy hits with 'Misses'
October 15. 1992 • F aG

FLEA M1-\RKET
11500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(ACROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)
I•

; FRI., SAT., & SUN. 8 AM-5PM
I
= •

Hundreds of sellers, Thousands

of buyers
• Millions of New & Used items,
Antique, & CoBectibles
• Free Parking; Snack bars
COME ONE, COME ~LL TO
BUY OR SELL
DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-8888 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLB·, MGR.

Album may uphold reputation of PE as best rap group around
At first when listening to this Public Enemy
CPE) album it is difficult to place. The hard
core beat that PE is known for is nonexistent. Instead, what we have is a kinder
gentler PE. Musically anyway. The musical
focus seems to be on rhythm, not on beat.
Ultimately, this experiment works. Greatest Misses contains 6 new tracks and 7
remixed tracks of already released material. The new tracks are slower than rece:-::
PE rhymes, but the lyrics are top notch.
"Gett Off My Back," is an anti-drug song,
rapped with flair by Flavor Flav. On "Gotta
Do What I Gotta Do." Chuck D's lyrics are
in full effect, -once again taking the role of
teacher, not just entertainer.
"I Gotta Do what they don't like, cause I
got the mic, the more I push and the more
you learn ... n
When Chuck D preaches, it isn't as
bloated as KRS-1, it's more personal. it's
more effective. On "Air Hoodlum" he raps

··--------------··
I,
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about an athlete who gets used by others for
his talents and gets cheated of an education, eventually resorting to crime when he is
no longer in his athletic prime.
The remixed tracks are mellowed-out. jazz
and rhythm influenced versions of some of the
lesser known PE songs. "Who Stole The
Soul," "Party For Your Right To Fight," and
"How To Kill A Radio Consultant," are good
s~ngs that don't particularly benefit from the
new mixes. The lyrics are the same, and that's
the strong point.
Also included is a live bonus track of "Shut
Em Down," recorded in the United Kingdom.
When the initial change of style is accepted this
·album holds up Public Enemy's growing reputation as the best rap group around.
Hopefully work on their upcoming album
"Peace." due in 1993, will secure that title.
• david j. shoulberg
staff writer

BUNGEE
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SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY

WOLFMAN JACK
OCT. 29•30•31

it's perfectly safe. There are some
dangers if procedures aren't followed," Polk said.
Almost every bungee accident
to date in some way involved a
malfunction of a crane. Crane
manufacturers filed an affidavit ir
July stating that thPir crar' <. "rP
not designed to be used for bungee
jumping.
According to Polk, it was mostly
the state's concern over the misuse of cranes that prompted the
ban.
"The state did differentiate between cranes and towers ... They
had a couple of different crane
accidents where they could point
the finger. like the incidents in Michigan and Canada. They had a lot of
ammunition against cranes," Polk
explained.
The state's fearofthe improper
use of cranes then prompted a ban
on bungee jumping.
'"The stat~'s view on the sport
was that they didn't understand it.
They didn't understand what was
safe and what wasn't. So, I think out
offeartheyjustshuteveryonedown,"
Polk said.
The month long ban on bungee
jumping meant thousands of dollars
in lost revenue for Air Boingo, wf1ich
has two other sights in Florida.
"It was pretty devastating, as far
as a business standpoint. We would
have had this site open in July. That
means that we had three towers that
did notoperateforthe months of July
and August. That's three sites that
would have been cranking out huge
numbers. We can literally jump thousands of people a day," Polk said.
A few weeks after Florida
banned bungee jumping, Pennsylvania followed suit. Several other
states are now considering banning bungee jumping. Others ar~
considering regulations similar to
Florida's.
Despite the government's concerns, people seem eager as ever
to mak-e the jump. Some of the
larger operations now log 500
jumps a day. Bungee jumping, howeverregulated, has proven that it is
a sport that is here to stay.
• dave bauer
central florida future
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Scott film revitalizes epic genre
'1492' celebrates 500 year annrversary of Columbus' discove'Y

T

hrough exuberant scenery. historical
accuracy and exceptional performances. " 1492: Conquest of Paradise"
resurrects the epic genre which had
seemed lost in recent years and creates
a motley cinematic picture credible to
Ridley Scott. the admirable director who
created such visual masterpieces as
"Blade Runner" and "Alien."
Shot on location in Spain and Costa
Rica the film boasts a variety of locales.
from film shoots in the middle of the
ocean aboard life size working replicas of
the Nina. Pinta and Santa Maria and
mammoth castles upon the Spanish country-side to tropical rain forests with raging rivers and slithering wildlife. Every
shot by cinematographer Adrian Biddle is
visually stunning through its motion and
vivid color.
The vision of the three ships gliding
together in a triangular configuration
against the setting sun is awe inspiring.
The production design of monastery
and castle interiors are unbelievably realistic as are the buildings of the colonial
town in Haiti. The costumes of Spanish
royalty. peasants. armored soldiers and
natives add historical accuracy to the film
as well as visual continuity.
Red tinted sketches of the "Discovery"
. during the opening titles of the fi.lm sets the
mood of the motion picture as does the
score by musical composer Vangelis who
also composed the haunting electronic

score of Scott's "Blade Runner."
In one scene, as a hurricane destroys
Christopher Columbus' city. lightning
strikes a cross in front of bell tower and
the music culminates into a chaotic mas-·
terpiece with a collage of sound. The
music combines opera. native chanting.
overtures and natural sounds such as
melodic chirping, whistling. rustling of
leaves and the splashing of water to give
the film a complete audio-visual spontaneity. ·
Gerard Deperdieu is perfectly cast as the
main character of Columbus. His accent.
physical appearance and demeanor accurately mirrors 14th century portraits and
action shots of the intrepid navigator by
artists as he discovered the New World.
The aging of his character is a._ smooth
transition through the film and provides
classical results. Garbed in golden robes, '
jewelry and beautiful" auburn locks,
Sigourney Weaver is dominant and playful
as Queen Isabella of Spain, and Armand
Assante gives an edged yet sympathetic
portrayal as her chief adviser.
The use of thousands of Spanish and
native extras provtdes an a.u thentic look
at the early history of the "New World."
Riddly Scott's genius and diligence creates a realm that is "1492. ''
-Bringing one of the uftimate stories of .
exploration back from the dusty booksi1elr
and into the theater. Brilliantly. Scott unifies
all the details surrounding the legendary

Christopher Columbus (Gerard Depardieu} leads his men
ashore in "1492: Conquest of Paradise." (courtesytparamountJ

(

navigator into a grand journey, a visionary voyage of discovery by the man who will be known for al! tlrriP., ns Columbus.
• tim wasberg
staff writer
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STUDENT SPECIAL

?~S+2?~ FRAME & FUTON
STARTING AT

$lSt:.Y

Lake • Howell
Square
(407) 679-7772

10 % off wI ID-excludes sale items

HOT MIAMI
P·RODUCTIONS
Preserits ...

1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry. FL 32707

MALDOON'S
511 E. ·Horatio Ave. - ·M aitland
One Block.East of.17-92

75¢ PINTS
ALL THE TIME ·

Live at the UCF Arena

RUSSELL SIMMONS
"DEF COMEDY JAM"

,,

;i"t ..

Pool Tables, Pinball, Darts,
Good Food, 1Vs

Friday; Oct. 23· at 7 P.M.

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1 p.m. - 2 a.m.

.------------------,
ONE FREE DRAFf
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With Coupon
Ofter Good Through Nov. 30, 1992

MALDOON'S
(407)

740-8898
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L------------------~

Tickets on sale at all
"Ticket Master Outlets"
at Gayfers,
Mega Movies,
Sound Warehouse,
and Spec's or call
for your tickets today.
(407) 839-3900
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